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The Defense Supply Agency (DSA) and the military
services began to standardize and automate the handling of
information needed for contract administration in 1964. The
development of a data processing system was terminated by DSA in1973 because desicn deficiencies made the implementation of thesystem too costlv and precluded the achievement of the systets
original objectives. Findings/Conclusions: The Department ofDefense (DOD) repokted that as of March 1974 the DSA and
military services have spent more than $47 million on modifying,
developing, and operating automated systems that were to use theprocedures. Implementation of this program has been in abeyance
since Hay 1973. Howauever, in September 1975 COD initiated anincremental approach to automate those proceduzes. The new
effort can be expected to be prolonged and costly because
program requirements have not been firmly established, their
inplemeu.t 4-on through automation has not been properly planned,the most cost beneficial automated system needed by the DSA hasnot been determined, and tne DSA^s program manager does not havethe decisionmaking authority needea ;I snide the Mechanization
of contract Administration Services program gao.Zt '- During the
suspension of the procedures implementation, the DSa inl.t.aial,
actions to upgrade its curLent automated syst.ms sufficiaently tohaudle the increasing workload until a new system is completed
iL. 1980. These improvements shoul"! be limited to those necessary
to sustain its current operations until the Military StandaLd
contract Administration Procedures (BILSCAP) requirements arereevaluated and agreements are smde between the DSA and themilitary services as to the definition of the requirements.
Recoamendations: The Secretary of Defense should direct the
HILSCAP administrator and the defense components to make
concerted efforts to quickly reestablish thb' requirements for



standardizing and aatcorating the interchange and processing ofcontract related data under HILSCAP and to develcp an overallplan to implement thea through automation. these efforts shouldinclude: ideitifyling requi -eents common to two cr more defensecouponents and developing iiterchange procedures that are suitedto the users' needs; identifying requirements unique to eachcomponent and developing special procedures for handling them;develoFing temporary procedures for those caies where a defensecomponent needs to develop HILSCAP capability beforeipl.eseatation; modularizina the requirement.s into subsystersand identifying the interfaces between the subsystems; anddeveloping a schedule for incrementally implemelting thesesubsystess in accordance with the needs and capabilities of theDefense Contract Administration Service Regions, and the defenseco-p-onents. (LDU)
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COM"POIhZLEM 09RL oW tiM UWT9O %'VAm

B-163074

To the President of the Senate ana the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report describes why the Department of Defense i.having Froblems in standardlzing and automating the
inframation handling of contract administration activities.
These oroblems have occurred because good .anagement practiceshave not been fol!owed. Although the Department has initiated
corrective actiors, we do not believe these actions are suffi-
ci'ent to assure pro'3raa success.

This review was undertaken to Determine why the Depart-
ment of Defense was not mating prog-ess in implementing a na.jor program thtit was started in 1964. It was made pursuanat
to the Budget aind Accounting Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and
the Accountin4 and Auditing Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Nanagernt and Budget; the Secretary of Defense;
and the Admi istrator of GenerAl Services.

Comptroller General
of the United States
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DIGEST

The Defense Supply Agency and the xilatarl-
services began to standardize and automate
the handlinq oi information needed tcr Con-
tract administration and related purposes in
:964. The procedures were estaolszhed
through issuance of a MilitAry Standard
Contract Administration Pracedures manual.
(See p. 1.)

Full implementation of this manual dtptnded
upon the Defense Supply Agency's successful
development of a data processing system
called Mechanization of Contract Administra-
tion Services II. However, the effort was
termirnated in 1973 because design deficien-
cies made its implementation too costly and
precluded the achievement of the system's
original objectives. In developing the sys-
tem the Defense Supply Agency did not fol-
low the prescribed Department tf Defense
guidelines for developing and managing auto-
mated data processing systems. GAO believes
that adherence to these principles would
have enhanced the chances of success. (See
pp. 3 through 4.1

GAO was unable to determine how costly the
unsuccessful efforts to implemert the Mili-
tary Standard Contract Administration Pro-
cedu.es have been because the Department of
Defense has not accounted for th;ir costs
nor the amount that was spent on impleient-
ing parts of the program successfully and
improving related systems in general use
today. The Department of Defense has re-
ported that as of marcn 1974 the Defense
Sup':y Agency ana military services have
spent more than $47 million on modifying,
developing, and operating automated systems
that were to use the procedures. (See
pp. 3 through 4.)
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Implementation of this program has been in
abeyance since may 1973. However, in
September 1975 the Department of Derense
initiated an incremental approach to automate
those procedures. Tne new effort can be ex-
pected to be prolonged ana costly because
program requirements are not firnly estab-
lished, their implementation through auto&a-
tion has not been properly planned, the
most cost-beneficial automated s!stem needed
by the Defense Supply Agency has not been
determined, and the Defense Supply Agency's
program manager does not have the decision-
mating authority needed to guide the #ech-
anization of Contract Adminiseration Ser-
vices program. (See pp. 9, 10 and 12 througa
16.)

A:so, during the suspension of the Militdry
Standard Contract Administration procedures
implementation, the Defen3e Supply Agency in.-
tiated actions to upgrade its current auto-
mated systems sufficiently to handle tne in-
creasing workload until a new system is com-
pleted in 19d0. GAO believes these improve-
ments should oe limited to those necesosat to
sustain its current operations cntil the Mili-
tdry Standard Contract Administration Proce-
dures requirements are reevaluated and agree-
ments are made between the Defense Supply
Agency and the military services as to the
defiinition of the requirements and the manner
in which they will oe automated. (See pp. 17
and 18. )

The Department of Defense was partially re-
sponsive to GAO proposals that the Defense
Sopply Agency limit further work on upgrading
its computer systems to essential improvements
until the Kilitary Standard Contract Adminis-
tration Procedures requirements are finalized,
. detailed tlIn to automate them is developed,
and a cost benecit analysis of the alterna-
tives for autosmating them is made. (See
pp. 20 through 22.)

The Department of Defense proposes to imple-



:nent certain hid.tary Standard Contract Ac-
;lnistrat;on Procedures features for use yv

those defense components uno can just'fy ?the
on the basis of cost ano benefits. before the
total requ.regents are def .ned and the plan-
n.ng effort .s comoleted. The solution re-
lies. in part. upon a reauirement that the
Defense Suoply Aqgency document the capability
of the upgraded Mechanization of Contract Ad-
ministration Services system to handle total.
but as yet unspecified. M.litary Standard Con-
*ract Administrat:on Procedures requirements.
GAO does not believe trhat the actions are suf-
f.cient to assure the success of the program.
(See pp. 2S and 22.)

GAO recommends that the Secretary of Defense
direct the administrator of the Military
Standard Contract Adm;nlstration Procedures
and the defense comoonents to make concerted
efforts to quickly reestablish the reauire-
ments for standard.z;ng and automating the
:nterchange and processing of contract re-
lated data and to develop an overall plan to
implement them through automation. The ef-
forts should include

--identifying those requirements that are
common to two or more defense components
and developing interchange procedures
that are suited to the user n.eds at both
ends of the exchange.

&-dentif':ng9 those requirements that are
unique to each component and developing
special orocedures for handling them.

--developing temporar-y orocedures for those
cases where a defense component needs to
develop Military Standard Contract Adm&n ;-
stration Procedures capability before Im-
plementat ion.

-modular.zing the requirements into subsys-
tems and identifying the interfaces bet-
ween the subsystem-, and

--developing schedules for [mplementlng the
modules incrementally in accordance with
the needs and capabilities of the Defense

Z~ M L Ii!



Contract Admin;stration Setrvice Regions
and the defense components.

GAO recommends further that: the Secretary
instruct the Director of Defense SuooDy
Agency to:

--Limit further work on the upgrading of the
Defense Contract Administration Service
Regions automated systems to essential
improvements until the Military Standard
Contract Adm;nistration Procedures are
final ized.

--Make a cost-benefit analysis. using the re.-
vise-l Military Standard Contract Administra-
tion Procedures requirementsi as a basis and
with the assistance of the defense compon-
ents. to ascertain the type of automated
system needed by the Defense Contract Ad-
ministration Service Regions to implement
Military Standard Contract Administration
Procedures and the method of interfacidg
that syst em to the various defense activi-
ties.

--Prepare a detailed plan for developinq the
automal.J system.

--Appoint a full time project .uanager with
decisionmaking authority. as soon as pos-
sible. so he cmn take part in preparing
the pla-. performing the analysis. and
controlling the development of the nech-
anization of Contract Administration Serv-
ice system. (See pp. 22 and 23.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTiON

The Department of Defense (DOD) has a program to automate
the handling of procurement and contract information needed
for contract administration and related purposes. This pro-
gram began in 1964 when the Secretary of Defense's Protect 60
Study substantia&td findings of a lack of reliable, ti:ely,
and accurate contract administration data; established the
feasibility of standardizing and mechanizing the flow of con-
tract information; cited savings which would accrue from such
action; and outlined a standard information system.

Later-in 1965--the Secretary of Defense established the
Defense Contract Administration Services (DCAS) within the
Defense Supply Agency (OSA) to administer certain contracts
for the defense components. At about that time, he directed
DSA to develop with the defense components standard procedures
for exchanging procurement and contract administration dita
amrong the defense components and contractors.

Uniform procedures, including rules, data elements.
codes, formats, and time standards for interchanging contract
related information were established in December 1966 with
the publication of the Military Standard Contract Administra-
tion Procedures (MILSCAP) manual. These were made mandatory
for use by all defense components for all contracts assigned
to DC'S for administration and were scheduled for implementa-
tion in July 1970.

NILSCAP is to be used with automatic data processing
systems, data communication terminals, arnd high speed digital
data transmission. These elements are to tie the military
procuring offices, payment offices, contractors, and the De-
fense Contract Administration Service Regions (DCASRs)-
established by DSA to administer contraits--into a standard
contract administration information system.

In this system, contract data (quantities, prices, pay-
ment terms, and delivery dates) are abstracted fron individ-
ual contracts at the time of awards by the procuring activi-
ties. This data is transmitted in machine processible form
to the appropriate DCASR to form the data base fro2 which the
contract is administered. During the administration of the
contract, the data Dase is electronically updated to reflect
such things as contract modifications, shipments, and -avments;
and it is used to prepare various status reports, shipping
reports, and ote:r types of reports needed for contract ad-
ministration at.d other purposes. The exchange and process-
ing of the data is accomplished using MILSCAP.

\



To implement MILSCAP the defense components need to de-
sign and implement compatible internal procedures for cof'nc,
transmitting, decoding and using logistics information. and
to use data communications terminals. Also, procarem nt and
contract regulations, procedures, documents, and forms had to
be revised to incorporate MILSCAP features, and a new coding
and numbering document system was developed. These actions
required substantial effort, interaction, and cooperation
among the defense components and contractors.

MILSCAP affects contract-related segments of e large num-
ber of automated logistical systems and manial processes, but
its greatest impact is on the DCASRs who Interchange contract
data with the defense components and cc tractors. (As of
June 30, 1975, DCASRs were administering about 215,000 con-
tracts valued at about $52.6 billion.)

USA is responsible for administering the MILSCAP program
while the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense {In-
stallation and Logistics) exercises overall control over the
program.

Partial implementation of MILSCAP began in September
1967 when DSA installed a new computer system with sequential
batch processing capabilities in each DCASR and modified the
related data processing systems to use some MILSCAP features.
Shortly thereafter, DSA initiated an effort to develop a new
automated data processing system called Mechanization of Con-
tract Administration Services II (MOCAS II) that was to be
used to fully implement MILSCAP. This system was to replace
the existing ones h'iich were not responsive to contract adain-
istration needs nor adequate for fully implementing MILSCAP.

The development of MOCAS II and full implementation of
MILSCAP was planned for July 1970. As of June 1976, CfOCAS II
was not operational and MILSCAP has not been fully implemented.

2



CHAPTER 2

IMPLEMENTATIO:I OF MILSCAP DELAYED

BY SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS

Pull implementation of Military Standard Contract Admin-
istration Procedures was primarily dependent upon the success-
ful development of Mecharization of Contract Admini tration
Service System It. But the effort was terminated in 1973,
after 6 years of work in developing tnat system, because sys-
tem design deficiencies made the implementation of MILSCAP
too costly and precluded the achievement of the original ob-
jectives and effective implementation of the MXLSCAP provi-
sions. This has resulted in an indefinite delay to the
MILSCAP program.

The unsuccessful efforts to fullv implement MILSCAP and
particularly those related to developing MrGCAS II and its in-
terfaces with the military services have been costly to the
Government. We were unabie to determine how costly because
the Derartment of Defense has not accounted for the costs of
HILSCAP nor the amount that was spent on implementing parts
of MILSCAP successfully and improving related systers that
are in general use today. Those latter actions have resulted
in some benefits that can not be quantified by DOD including
those attributed to uniform contract numbering, standardiza-
tion of p:¢.urewent forms, and standardization of various re-
porting systeLs.

DOD has reported that, as of March 1974, Defense Supply
Agency and the three military services had spent more than
$47 million on modifying, developing, and operating contract
related segments of automated systems that were to use
MILSCAP. Of that amount, about $38. million was spent on
personnel and overhead and about $8.8 million was spent pri-
marily for equipment. The table on the following page shows
the individual amounts expended by DSA and each of the milli
tary services. It should be noted that the Army's expendi-
ture of $12.184 million is greater than the other military
services because the Army fully committed itself to use
MILSCAP in conjunction with its own standard systems for
handling procurement and contract information.

3



Agency Total cost Personnel/overhead Eg: -Zt/other

(.illions).

DSA a/$22.894 $17.679 S5.2C05Army 12.184 11.012 1.172Navy 5.161 4.12) 1.032Air Force 7.003 5-602 1.401

T axi $47 232 $3f,.'22 $8.810
a/Of this amount, S14.851 million "as for designing NOCAS II

and $8.033 million was for co, --er equipment and impleaent-
ing portions of MILSCAP ov' the D'ASR's computer systems.

XOOP NANAGENENT PRACTICES LED
TO A COSTLY AND PROLONGED
DEVELOPMENT EFFORT

DOD's policies and instructions 1/ f r automated data
processing systems characterize good Janaqerent as including
many factors, not in the least of whihc are

-- developing a plan that can serve as both a guide anda basis for measuring progress during the system devel-
vpment c:cle,

-- reviewing and monitoring progress so that prolonged
development cycles are avoided,

--idertifyirg alternatives and selecting the mo:t cc t-
beneficial method of proceeding wit,. *'e developrent
effort, and

--appointing a full-time manager for tha project with
sufficient authority and responsibility so that costs
can be minimized and system development efforts can
be properly controlled.

These factors are essential to sound management which isneeded to assure a successful development effort. They were

1/DOD Instruction 5010.27, 7-8-70 (revised through .1-9-71),
M'anagement of Automated Data System Tevelopment'; DODDirective 4105.55, 8-5-61 (revised through 5-19-7!:),
'Selection and Acquisition of Automated Data Processing
Resour:es'; and DOD Direct;ve 5100.40, 9-28-91 Pre,,ised
through 8-19-75), 'Responsiiijties for the Adainistration
of Automatic Data Program.'

4



lacking throughout DSA's m.agement of OCAS II. Although
they do not insure a successful development effort, not fol-
lowing them c.n weaken overall management control and con-
tribute to costly, prolonged, and some'timc. unsuccessful
development efforts, as discussed in th- t9ollowing sections.

Planning and requirements not compatible

The previously cited guidelines specify tlat in planning
an automated data processing system it is essential to es-
tablish what the system will be required to do, including how
fast data should be processed and provided to users (process-
ing time). The guidelines also require establishing a plan
for developing the system and obtaining data processing equip-
ment to meet these objectives.

The nILSCAP manual prescribed what MOCAS 1I was expected
to do within specified time constraints. TO stay within these
constraints, MOCAS IX had to process specified quantities of
contract data daily. Accordingly, DSA identified the time
constraints, the quantities of data to be processed. and the
computer equipment needed; and it developed a design for a
system that would meet the requirements. However, a; dis-
cussed in more detail in the sections which follow, it
proceeded to develop a different system.

What type of system did DSA need?

In May 1967, USA approved a conceptual design of the
type of automated system needed to implement MILSCAP. The
design featured online direct-access of data with comsunica-
tion terminals at the military purchasing offices to enable
them and the DCASRs to electronically exchange rontract data
previously exchanged by mail. The speeded flow of contract
data, including quantity :hanges and shipping, inspection,
acceptance, and payment data, was to enable the DCAS to ad-
minister contracts using the latest information in standard
formats and to facilitate payments through a mechanized
system.

The design represented a much faster system than the
DCASR's sequentia' batch processing systems which require
a record-by-record search to update or retrieve specific
data on a reel of magnetic tape. DSA estimated it could
design, develop, and implement the direct-access system by
August 1971.



What type of system did DSA plan?

In September 1967, DSA formulated a plan for designing,
developing, end iLplementing9 OCAS II by July 1. 1970, 1 year

earlier than previously scheduled to meet datus closer to
those desired by the military services. The plan provided
for the design of KOCAS 11 as a tap. sequential batch ptocess-
ing syster. usinq DSA's eazsting computer system rather than a
direct-".cess system. A DSA official s&aJ that the tape se-

quential batch procesJ.lg system was plarned because DSA
doubted the capability of the direct-access devices f-r use
with the existing computer equipment. The direct-access sys-
tem would have necessitated acquiring new equipment, vith the
a&sociated procurement cycle delay.

we found that DSA's plan .,s based upon certain assump-
tions that we:e contrary to system development principles hbat
require determinations of workload growth, equipment nerus,
and cost effectiveress before proceeJing witt, system design
and development. These a*sumptions vere:

--Futuiz requirements wou:d not apprec: *L.y increase
computer proccssing time.

---IILSCAP processing requirements could he related if
they proved not to be cost beneficial.

--DSA's existing computer systems could be sufiiciently
augmenrted with additional tape drives and memory to
process increased vortklods.

In January 1968. -he Office of thb Assistant Secretary of

Defense (Installations and Logi.tics)--vithout special effort
to assess the reasonableness of oSA's assumptions or its

doubts concerning direct-access technology--approved the plan

and the July 1. 1970, implementation date. Also, to accos-
Rodate the sequential batch processing capabilities rather
than the faster direct-access system originally contemplated,
it designated the NILSCAP requirements as pcocessi.9g goals
rather than as firm requirements essential to meeting user
needs.

We believe that good management control practices dic-

tate that the office would have determined

-- the availtbility and aducacy of direct-access equip-
ment,

6



--how such of an increase in requirements could be ex-pected and the amount that could be handled by theslower sequential batch processing system or its aug-mentation so that system growth could De planned, and
--which NILSCAP requirements were not cost beneficial

and, therefore, could be relaxed.

As a result, DSA proceeded to develop WMCAS II withoutknowing what the firm mILSCAP requirements were. Ultimately,the systea was found to be incapable of meeting users needsas discussed on page )0.

Need to continuilly rev:ew
and monitor p ogress durinl
t .e systemve lLe cycle

DOD Instruction 5010.27, issued in July !970, requiresdocumented indepth reviews of system development efforts in-volving over 300 staff-years from start to finish (finaltesting) wh.n milesto es are exceeded by more than 120 daysor when budgeted cost) for a milestone are exceeded by25 percent. The instruction specifies that, in formulatinga remedial plan, management must reassess the adequacy ofits past technical and administrative decisions as well -:the tools used for forecasting and monitoring comp:tcL equip-sent workload and cost. Although MOCAS II required core than:00 stf!f-years to develop and had three major slippages, asshown Lelow, such reviews were not made.

Scheduled Date Number ofimplementation date s)ipped to days
July 1, 1970 February 1, 1971 215February 1, 1971 July 1, 1972 516October 1, 1972 April 1, 1973 182

DSA officials said that they had not made the requiredindepth reviews, although each slippage had exceeded 120 days,because they had interpreted the instruction to mean 300staff-years from the time the instruction was issued in July1970. They believed that MOCAS II was exempt since fewer tnan300 staff-years of development effort were required fromJuly 1970 to January 1971--the first rescheduled date forfinal tcsting of tho system. Further, DSA officials said thattheir management practices, which included coordination withthe Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installa-tions and Logistics), were adequate for managing MOCAS IX.

7



By nit making the types of reviews prescribed by DOD In-
struction 5010.27, DSA missed opportunities to formulate a
remedial plan, wuich could nave estaolished tZrn crocesuinq-
time requirements that were lacking, and to reconsider the
heed for a direct-access system at an earlier date.

Need to identify and select
cost-beneficial alternatives

DO7 Instruction 5010.27 also requires a system proponent
to make a cost-benefit analysis at the start of a system de-
velopment project or when a milestone slips. If properly
made, an analysis can be a valuable decislonaakirq tool for
management, since the technique enables management to define
the problem and to analyze

--alternatives that could accomplish the task,

--the cost and benefits of each alternative, and

--the assumptions on which the alternatives, costs, and
benefits are based.

Once this is done, the alternatives ca.i be compared, ranket,
and used as a foundation for determining the most suitable
action.

DSA did not make a cost-benefit analysis at the start
of MOCAS II or dt any time luring its development. Thus,
management officials did not Know whether NOCAS II was the
most cost-beneficial alternative for automating and implement-
ing MILSCAP. Had such an analysis teen made, it could have
shown that a direct-access system or some other type of sys-
tem should have been developed. It could have precluded the
costly, prolonged development of MOCAS II and its termination.

DSA did not made a cost-benefit analysis of implementing
NILSCAP through MOCAS II because the nILSCAP program was man-
dated by DOD. However, that should not have precluded DSA
from atking the needed cost-benefit analysis since it seltcted
MOCAS II and, consequently, had the primary resoonsibility for
assuring that it was the most cost-beneficial alternative for
implementing MILSCAP. Further, the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) said that the nandatm did
not excuse DSA from following DOD regulations which foster
good manageven; practices.



Absence of an authoritativ
-5 It-ime -iCAS,5ioX m' -man aer

Policy -et forth in DOD Instruction 5010.27, revised in
Novemtber 1971, requires appointment oft a full-time manager
with a wide latitude of authority to manage automated data
processing system development programs and to be responsible
for system progress. This policy was established as a result
of our zeport to the House Committee.on Appropriations en-
titled 'Problems in Implementing the Defense Supply Agency's
Standard Automated Materiel Management System' (B-i63074,
June 4, 1971). In that report we stated:

'Authority and responsibility tor the
planning and implementation of Standard Auto-
mated Materiel management System have been frg-
mented. No one organization or individual was
given the appropriate authority and responsibil-
ity to plan, direct and exercise control. ke
believe that the lack of a strong single manager
for SA.MS contributed significantly to many of
the problems that have been experienced in im-
plementing the system."

Despite this policy, DSA pursued the development of
NOCAS II without an authoritative manager.

Authority and responsibility for implezentin.. MILSCAP
are divided among the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Instal-
lations and Logistics); the Director, DSA: and the Secretar-
ies Jf each of the military services. Specific assignments
are:

tsfis~SV*t S¢t-ctefy ~f Cet.-ie

~tf-ol trm Cuatlll pfOftu, AJnlo &tt! q{t~&~ JC Y1lo t 4'1 p{imsfi

nsrtiol &pltcIitet1t$slo. .. I #,1r a&1 '- t,1\ *Ai 1 .

3;1ectt tI'*'ti o. tt. $steN ll;pit e :
site 4 I-' tC4 tt sl ster* :0644^,

Part&ict;te Ii fIajCiat&n q:LS;tA
and scned4jlan. Its upieientatlon.

mWitf tnear cespective sys$tes to
pe lit ti. *eCl n $ of4 c¢ontgait
4ja&i ts t tonr Jata.
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Although MILSCAP is a DOD-wide effort, the 'critical
path" to its implaenetation vas DSA'S development of NOCAS IT.

DSA officials said that a full-time manager was assigned
to MOCAS II to coordinate Pt_. sytter development effort among
the various functional units within DSA. However, they said
that he did not have a vide-latitude of decisionmaking author-
ity since it is DSA's policy not to delegate that such re-
sponsibility to one person.

The lack of management responsibility was cited by the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations
and Logistics) in June 1972 as a contributing cause to
MOCAS II Plippages and cost overruns. In a June 15, 1972,
memoranaum, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Instal-
latitns and Lo~gistic:; devised the Assistant Director, Plans,
Programs and Systems for DSA that there was a need to improve
its decisionmaking process by appointing a full-time manager
with a wide latitude of authority to resolve problems. This
suggestion was not acceptod by DSA. We believe this condi-
tion directly contributed to the termination of MOCAS II.

DEVELOPMENT OF MOCAS II TERMINATE.

Major testing of ROCAS II began at the Boston DCASR in
September 1972. In January 1973, DSA evaluated the test re-
sults and concluded that nOCAS II could not process a daily
cycle of contract data withinr 24 hours as required by HILSCAP.
The tests showed only two or at best three daily cycles could
be processed during * S day week.

DSA officials evaluated the effect of less-than-daily
processing. They concluded that

-- the system would _ct meet the users needs!

-- the cumulative effect of this could ultimately re-
sult in the processing of data totally useless for
contract management;

-- payment to contractors would be delayed;

-- the purchase discounts lott through delayed payments
could increase by an estimated $1.2 million annually;
and

--administrative computer applications, such as payroll
and cost accounting, could no' be processed without
additional equipment.
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In January 1973, despite the system's recognized short-
comings, DSA officials recommended that MOCAS II be imple-
mented at the Boston DCASR and that actions be taken to pro-
vide all DCA5Rs with the Computer capability needed to prc-
cess a cycle daily. For the long range, DSA officials rec-
ommended that SOCAS 11 be redesigned with a direct-access
capability, as initially conceived. DSA concluded that dif-
ficulties and failures to meet the processing-tiae require-
ments were lprgely due to piecing 4oqether a tape sequwnt-ial
batch processing system instead of the original direct-access
system.

4n March 30, 1973, the Director, OSA, on the basis of
discussions with officials from the military services, again
recommended that MHLSCAP De implemented through CqOCAS II, but
only after it was shown to be cost effective and after serv-
ice objections were resolved.

On May 1, 1973, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (In-
stallations and Loqgistics) terminated DSA's efforts 'o useMOCAS II to implement MILSCAP. The Secretary based this de-
cision on his office's analysis of the test results vhich
showed that DOD-wiue implementation would be costly and
would not meet the original objectives.

11



CHAPTER 3

NEED TO CORRECT MANAGEMENT WEAT NESSES BEFORE

CONTINUING WITH IMPLEMENTATION OF MILSCAP

NEW EFFORTS TO IMPLEMENT MILSCAP

The implementation of Military Standard Contract Amaini-
stration Procedure~ has been in abeyance since Mechanization
of Contract Administration Service System II was terminated
pending an evaluatitn by the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Installations and Logistics). That evaluation,
which began in June 1973, resulted in a memorandum issued by
the office in September 1975. It reaffirmed the need to
standardize contract administration through MILSCAP and en-
dorsed an incremental approach to its implementation.

The office is proceeding with the incremental approach.
The new efforts can be expected to be prolonged and costly
because the MILSCAP requirements still have not been firmly
established, their implementation through automation has not:
been planned, the most cost-beneficial automated system nepJed
by the Defense Supply Agency to implement MILSCAP has not been
determined, and DSA still has not appointed an authoritative
manager to guide the MOCAS program. DSA and the the office s
need to address these issues if the new efforts are to be
successful.

Description of new efforts

During the period June 1973 through March 1974, a man-
agement review team evaluated the MILSCAP program. Its eval-
uation indicated that full implementation of MILSCAP simul-
taneously by all defense components in not feasible because
some MILSCAP provisions are not applicable to some activities
and capabilities do not exist to start at the same time. It
was determined that MILSCAP should consider the different
needs and capabilities of organizations to implement and use
this program.

The team concluded that MILSCAP should remain as the de-
fense components' objective. It proposed that MILSCAP be
implemented on a phased basis with phasing coordinated with
interfacing systems capabilities to best satisfy user re-
quirements and assure :he reliability and quality of systems
design and operation. The proposal and its workability were
deliberated within DOD until September 1975.

12
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the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (In-
stallatioiLs and Logistics) promulgated the phased approacn in
its memorandum of September 19, 1975, and outlined the follow-
ing guidelines to accomplish them:

--Each part of MILSCAP will be considered as serviceable
and each will be selectively pursued only after a cost-
benefit analysis shows that its implementation is jus-
tified.

--Implemented procedures will remain in effect but exemp-
tion3 from their use will be granted on the basis of
waivers supported by a cost-benefit analysis, validated
by a joint review, and approved by the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense before any unilateral
action is taken to void the procedure.

--Implementation of the remaining parts of MILSCAP will
be' optional with each defense component. Future im-
plementation actions will be scheduled bilaterally or
multilaterally based on component needs and capaoili-
ties. Cost-benefit analysis by the involved components
will be required before implementati,'r,

--Each component will maintain flexibility to refine its
data systems. All data interchange requirements will
be submitted for possible inclusion in MILSCAP prior
to expending resources on developing independent pro-
cedures. Requests to use nonstandard procedures will
be submitted in accordance with the stated waiver pro-
cedures.

--Certain portions of MILSCAP concerning the omission
of data, erroneous data, and acceleration and de-
celeration of delivery will be eliminated.

Evaluation of new efforts

The incremental approach, as outlined in the September
memorandum, is practical for reevaluating the MILSCAP provi-
sions, including those that have bKen implemented and for
identifying those unique interchanget requirements that re-
quite special handling. But it is lackin, in that it does
not adequately recognize that the implementation of MILSCAP
is completely dependent upon the automated data processing
systems to be acquired and operated by the Defense Contract
Administration Service Regions, who administer most of the
defense contracts and have the greatest requirements to in-
terclange contract related information with the defense com-
ponents.

13



L ¢lifically, the approach presupposes that DSA can in-
corporate into DCASRs automated systems the AILSCAP provi-
sions as they a&L identified and incrementally implemented,
that the systems have sufficient capacity to process the
workload as it is generated by the MILSCAP implementation,
and that the pieces or modules will fit together without plan-
ning tht implementation within the data processing capabili-
ties of the DCASRs.

To continue, as presently pianned cauld result in saturat-
ing DCASR's compuLers at some slttca r int in the taplement-
ation of MILSCAP and the evolvement of .;tomated contract
administration system composed of di, td subsystems or
applications not capable of providing reliable, timely and ac-
curare contract administration data because of the lack of ad-
quate interfaces and comprehensiveness in design. It could
also subject DSA and the defense components to constant
changes to any interfaces developed, wi n corresponding delays
in implementing MILSCAP and increases in development costs.
This matter is discussed further below.

Need firm requirements to determine
data processing needs

MOCAS It was to be the cornerstone system for implement-
ing MILSCAP. The procurement and contract related systems of
the defense components were to interface with it through
MILSCAP which was to facilitate the interchange of contract
data by providing uniform procedures, rules, data elements,
codes, formats, and ti.t: standards. These were to be used
by all components who assign contracts to the DCASRs for a,'-
ministration.

When MOCAS II was terminated, DSA and DCASRs had to fall
back on the existing automated systems that were to be re-
placed by INCAS II. Although some fILSCAP provisions have
been implemented through those systems, they were not de-
signed for MILSCAP. They do not have the capabilities such
as teleprocessing, disk storage, and direct-access to data
nor sufficient computer capacity for DSA to fully implement
MILSCZM or to process all of the workload in the manner pee-
scribed by MILSCAP. This was recognized by DSA in 1967 when
it began to develop MOCAS II (see page 2) and in its June
1975 economic analysis ' proposed improvements (see page 17).
In that analysis DSA stated that it is highly unlikely that
the remainder of MILSCAP or other requirements of any magni-
tude could be accomplished with the existing computer equip-
ment and that the application programs would probably have
to be completely redesigned to optimize operations.
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ISA should determine whether those systems can be suf-
ficiently improved or redesigned to handle MILSCAP, or
whether a new system needs to be developed. To do this it
needs to know beforehand what MILSCAP requirements will be
implemented since they form the basis for determining,
through cost benefit analyses, the ki.' of automated d ca
processing system needed--including the software, th, type
and size of computer, and the supporting telecommmu .cations--
and for planning the system development or improvemtnt pro-
gram. The need to have the requirements beforehand was re-
cognized by DSA in August t173 when it terd the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Installation a:id Logistics) the follow-
ings

-'Until the indepth Management Review .f MILSCAP
is completed and revised MILSCAP requirements are
formulated, a meaningful schedule for redesign of
HILSCAP/MOCAS cannot be developed. The size and
scope of tne redesign effort will be dependent upon
the extent of revision to MILSCAP."

The incremental approach-does not provide for _LSA to de-
termine its data processing needs since the MILSCAP provi-
sions or requirements will be analyzed and revalidated on a
piecemeal basis over an extended period and concurrently
with their implementation. Thus, the full requirements and
related data processi:g workload will not be known until the
work is completed. These requirements need to be identified
as quickly as possible so that DSA can tvaluate its data pro-
cessing needs.

Need for cost-benefit analysis

The incremental approach requires each MILSCAP provision
to be independently subjected to cost-benefit analysis before
it is implemented so as to provide some assurance that it will
be cost oeneficial. However, the approach does not require
DSA and the defense components to make a total cost-benefit
analysis in accordance with DOD instructions to determine the
most cost beneficial automated data processing system needed
by DSA to fully implement 4ILSCAP and by the defense compon-
ents to develop the needed interfaces.

The lack of a complete cost-benefit analysis was detri-
mental to the prior efforts to implement MILSCAP and caused
the Departments of the Navy and Air Force to express deep con-
cern that its implementation through MOCAS II had not been
determined to be cost-beneficial. That concern was expressed
in March 1973 when Navy and Air Force officials told the Di-
rector of DSA that
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--as presently conceived HILSCAP/MOCAS II is too costly
and is not needed and

--phased implementation of MILSCAP/MOCAS IT will fur-
ther increase cost.

As a result, the services were reluctant to spend funds for
implementing MILSCAP.

We believe that a complete cost-benefit analysis is es-
sential to eliminate the concern ~epressed by the Departments
of the Navy and Air Force and to obtain the total commitment
of the defense components to MILSCAP.

Need to manage system
improvements or development

The incremental approach is a continuation of the MILSCAP
implementation that began with MOCAS II. Consequently, DSA's
efforts to provide the DCASRs with automated systems capable
of implementing MILSCAP are subject to the management controls
of DOD Instruction 5010.27 and should be managed accordingly.
Those efforts may result in the expansion of the capabilities
and capacities of tne existing systems sufficiently to handle
MILSCAP or the development of a new uniform system. To pro-
vide reasonable control over this process, we believe that
DSA should appoint a full-time manager with decisionmaking
authority, despite DSA's position that a project manager's
function is to coordinate rather than direct.

Need to modify NILSCAP implementation

rhe incremental approach should be moditied to accomno-
date DSA needs. The modification should require the defense
components, including DSA, to make a concerted effort to re-
validate the MILSCAP provisions or requirements and to iden-
tify their unique requirements within a short period of time.
This should be followed by assembling those requirements into
modules or related subsystems, identifying the interfaces
between the modules, and planning to assure that the modules
will fit together as a system without subsequent redesign or
modifications to accommodate them. The modules should then
be scheduled for incremental inolementation in accordance
with the defense components' needs and capabilities. This
modification would provide the components with the flexibil-
ity needed in implementing MILSCAP and DSA with the basis it
needs to determine the kind of automated data processing sys-
tem needed to implement MILSCAP and to plan that system.
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DSA EFFORTS TO IMPROVE DCASR's
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

During the evaluation of MILSCAP, DSA developed a plan
to improve its DCASR's computer systems over a periodi of
about 3 years. This plan was primarily intended to sustain
current contract administration systems through fiscal year
1980 rather than to accommodate the MILSCAP incremental ap-
proach. However, in March 1976, DSA officials said that the
upgrade could provide sufficient capacity to handle the in-
cremental approach.

The plan provides for three phases of development. Dur-
ing the first two phases, DSA will design and develop a
direct-access system using existinr computers. This is to be
completed by November 1977. According to a June 1975 cost
study, the new system will cost about $1.5 million to develop
if a vendor-supplied data base management system is used and
about $1 million to develop if less sophisticated data base
software is used.

The cost study did not identify any functional benefits,
although it did indicate that data processing cost reductions
may be achieved. According to the study, the first alterna-
tive system may result in cost reductions of $40,000 over a
5-year period, while the second alternative system may save
about $300,060 during that period of time. We noted, however,
that the cost reductions are dependent upon DSA receiving
value for excess equipment which the agency estimates has a
residual value of $650,000.

The third phase is a long range effort to redesign the
direct-access system to provide more responsive inquiry
capability to the functional user through telecommunications
and to take advantage of the latest data processing techni-
ques. This phase is to be completed by 1980 and recognizes
that the existing computer equipment will have to be re-
placed by larger equipment with teleprocessing capabilities.
However, the long range functional requirements have not
been identified nor has this chase been cost justified.

DSA has started to implement the first two phases of
its plan to accommodate the MILSCAP incremental ap, oacn.
DSA is doing so on the basis of tests which indicated that
the use of a data base system and disc storage will sub-
stantially increase the capacity of the DCASR's computer
systems. The test did not include the sizing of the work-
load that can be expected when MILSCAP is fully implemented
nor an evaluation of the effects that the addition of
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increments periodically could have on the data base struc-
ture and the data processing system design. Consequently,
DSA is proceeding with its plan without assurance that the
upgrade will be sufficient to handle the increasing NILSCAP
workload until the redesign phase of its plan is completed
in 1980.

Until the MILSCAP requirements are reevaluated and agree-
ments are made between DSA and the military services as to the
definition. of the requirements and the manner in which they
will be automated, there is no foundation for OSA to upgrade
NILSCAP. Accordingly, DSA should limit the improvements to
those necessary to sustain its current operations.

Specificially DSA should not proceed with the data base
management system because of the high risk in developing such
a system and the lack of assurance that it will-be effectively
transferable to new computers and adequate to handle the
;ILSCAP requirements.
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CBAPTLR 4

CONCLUSIONS, AGENCY COMENETS AND OUR EVALUATION,

AND RECCMGENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The efforts of designing and developing complex automated
data processing systems are costly and time consuming, con-
strained by time an. affected by changing technology. More-
over, they greatly affect the functional users and the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of operations. Each effort requires
(1) numerous systems analysts, (2) programers who are gener-
ally in short supply, and (3) limited financial and managerial
resources. Consequently, the success of such efforts is
highly dependent upon a disciplined approach and the proper
management of needed data processing resources.

The Department of Defense recognizes the requirements for
successful system development. It has issued many instruc-
tions to the military departments and defense agencies to
discipline the approach and to properly manage development
efforts and the needed resources. However, the Defense- Supply
Agency and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Installations and Logistics) did not follow the issued guide-
lines in their unsuccessful efforts to implement military
Standard Contract Administration Procedures through Mechaniza-
tion of Contract Administration Service System II. Specifi-
cally, they did not follow the guidelines for planning sys:em
development, for reviewing and monitoring its progress, fo-
identifying alternatives and selecting the most cost-
beneficial method of proceeding with the development effort,
and for appointiig a full-time project manager to guide the
development (see p. 4). Had they done so, the chances of
success would have been enhanced from the start, or at least
remedial actions to re-direct MOCAS II could have been ini-
tiated earlier and DOD would have been much closer to full
HILSCAP implementation.

DOD's plan to implement MILSCAP incrementally does not
recognize that the critical path to that implementation is
the automated data processing systems of the Defense Contract
Administration Service Regions. It does not provide a basis
for DSA to determine through cost-benefit analyses whether
those sytems can be improved, modifieJ, or redesigned to
handle MILSCAP or whether a new uniform system needs to be
developed to accomplish the implementation. Unless the plan
is modified to provide for the establishment of the revised
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NILSCAP requirements at an early date so that DSA can deter-
mine its total needs, the implementation efforts can be ex-
pected to be prolonged and costly without any assurance that,
an adequate automated contract administration System will
emerge.

Although an incremental or modular approach to automating
NILSCAP is practicable, it must be disciplined and properly
managed if it in to be successful. This requires NILSCAP re-
quirements to be identified and modularized before the key-
stone automated system is designed or modified by DSA so that
the interface between the modeles can be identified anr
planned. This is necessary to assure that the modules will
fit together as a system without subsequent redesign or odi-
fication to accommodate the interfaces. Next, the alterna-
tives to automating the requirements or projected workload,
including the upgrading of USA's interim %omputer system,
neeo to be analyzed by DSA using cost-benefit studies to as-
certain the type of automated system needed, the software
needed, and the type and size of .omputer system (including
teleprocessing) that will be capable of processing the work-
load. After this is done, a system development plan should
be prepared and a full-time manager appointed to guide the
development effort. The plan should include identification
of resources needed, milestones to track progress and pro-
visions to alter the modules without changing the interfaces.

The success of an incremental approach, as outlined above,
will be highly dependent upon the cooperation of DSA and the
three military services. Although the NILSCAP objectives are
desirable, the defense components must -ecognize the need to
validate those requirements which are common to all and those
that require special handling because they are unique. Once
validated, MILSCAP would provide the means for automatic in-
terchange of contract related data. Further, there must be
agreement on the manner in which NILSCAP will be implemented
through automation and on the time schedule for incorporating
them into the contract administration function. Unless this
cooperation is forthcoming, the full implementation of NILSCAp
will be jeopardized. The defense components should recognize
that achievement of a standard system demands an element of
compromise.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATIOIS

In our preliminary report, we proposed that DSA limit
further work on upgrading its computer systems to essential
improvements until the MILSCAP requirements are finalized and
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a detailed plan to automate them was developed. We alsoproposed that a cost-benefit analysis be made of the alter-natives for automating NtLSCAP requirements. We believethis to be sound advice.

The reply of the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary ofDefense, included as appendix I, was partially responsive tothese recommendations. He agreed that total MILSCAP require-ments should be defined and implementation schedules prepared.
However, he proposes to implement certain NILSCAP features foruse by those defense components who can justify them on thebasis of cost and benefits, before the cited total require-
oents are defined and the planning effort is completed. Aspart of this solution, DSA will Le required to verify thecapability of its upgraded MOCAS system to handle totalMILSCAP requirements, and final approval of the system im-provements will be contingent upon a documented capabilityto meet the validated MILSCAP requirements.

Under this approach the uncertainties of proceeding in-crementally, without defining the total requirements, w11persist. Its success would be dependent upon DSA's abilityto forecast the magnitude of the final validated requirements,and their impact upon the configuration of the HOCAS systemto be upgraded. DSA has previously stated (see page 15) thatit cannot do this. We think it is clearly advantageous tofirst complete, or substantially complete, the defining andplanning effort.

Further, we do not believe that independent analysis of-osts and benefits by each defense component for MILSCAP in-crements is practical or reasonable. The total NILSCAP im-plementation cost has not been estimated and cannot be untilthe revised MILSCAP requirements have been established andDSA has postulated the automated system alternatives. Inthe absence of such total cost, the analysis would be limitedto the impact that each NILSCAP feature would have on theinternal functional systems of the defense components. Thiswould tend to suboptimize NILSCAP in favor of each compon-ent's parocnial interests without due consideration of DOD-wide needs and benefits.

Further, the approach allows each defense component toselect and implement only those MILSCAP provisions thatare internally beneficial without regard to the input andoutput requirements of the contract administrators. Thisparticularly affects the DCASRs who have the greatest re-quirement for interchanging contract information. If thedefense components use only those MILSCAP procedures .that
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are internally beneficial, then the DCASRs need special in-
formation handling procedures to process that portion oft data
not received in MILSCAP format. This complicates the proc-
essing of contract data. places an unwarranted workload on
the DCASRs, and defeats th% intent of MILSCAP. The needs
at both ends of the exchange must be considered in evaluating
the NILSCAP procedures.

While we agree that incremental implementation of MILSCAP
is practicable, until all of the MILSCAP provisions are iden-
tified, validated, and modularized there is no Lirm foundation
for planning and developing the needed automated system for
costibenefit ana' ses and for scheduling and monitoring future
incremental imdl. - '.stion of HILSCAP.

Regarding our ot,er proposal. in our preliminary report.
that a full-time manager be appointed so that he can control
the deve'"pment of the program. the Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary of .'nse stated that although DSA has such a manager
functioni:, according to DOD policy. his role will be exam;med
as part of an upcoming review of MICAS proposed improvements
and will be changed as necessary. we believe that such a review
is warranted because we found that the manager does not have
the decisionmaking authority needed to control the program
(See pp. 9 and 10.)

RECORMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense through the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installationi
and Logistics) direct the MILSCAP administrator and the de-
fense components to make concerted efforts to quickly re-
establish the requirements for standardizing and automating
the interchange and processing of contract related data under
MILSCAP and to develop an overall plan to implement them
through automation. These efforts should include:

-Identifying those requirements that are common to
two or more defense components and developing inter-
change procedures that are suited to the user needs
at both ends of the exchange.

--Identifying those requirements that are unique to
each component and developing special procedures for
handling them.

-- Developing temporary procedures for those cases where
a defense component needs to develop MILSCAP capability
before implementation.
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--nodula:'zing the requirements into subsystems and Men-
tifying the interfaces between the subsystems.

--Developing a schedule for incrementally implementing ,
these subsystems in accordance with the needs and caoa-
bilities of the DCASRs and the defense components.

Because the critical path in implementing MILSCAP *s
DCASRs' automated systems, we further recommend that the
Secretary instruct the Director cf DSh to

--limit further work on the upgrading of the DCASRs
automated systems to essential improvements until
the tILSCAP requirementr are finalized.

--make a cost-benefit analysis. using the revised
MILSCAP requirements as a basis and the assistance
of the defense components, to ascertain the type
of automated system needed by the DCASRs to implement
hILSCAP and the method of interfacing that system to
the various defense activities.

--prepare a detailed plan for developing the automated
system,

--appoint a full-time project manager with decision-
making 3uthority as soon as possible so he can take
part in preparing the plan. perforaing the analysis.
and controlling the development of the NOCAS system.
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CHAPTER 5

SCOPE OP REVIEW

We reviewed and analyzed pertinent congressional hear-
ings, Department of Defense and Defense Supply Agency regula-
tions, correspondence, program plans, expenditures, and other
operational data. We also interviewed officials of the Of-
fice of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and
Logistics), Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller), DSA, the Navy, the Army, and the Air Force.

During our review, we visited the following offices and
installations

Office of the Secretary of Defense

Defense Supply Agency
Headquarters, L:.ense Supply Agency
Alexandria, Viry:nia

Data Systems Automation Office
Columbus, Ohio

Deferse Contract Administration Service Reilons--
Chicago, Detroit, and New York

Defense Contract Administration Services
District Office, Garden City, New York

Defense Personnel Support Center
Subsistence Regional Headquarters
Chicago, illinois

U.S. Army
Headquarters, U.S. Army

Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey

Fort Nonmouth, New Jersey

Fort Hamilton, Brooklyn, New York
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

ASS5tANf SClARt OP 061uw mn u onnu or o. umm

SsIMa S m- w s 1 A JU

Hr. Fred J. Shafer
Director, Logistics and

Comunications Division
General Accounting Office

lashington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Shafer:

Your Draft Report, dated Novemer 5, 197!. on "Need to Iprov, epartmentof Defense (DoD) Autouated Inforuation 'sajdling Activitiej for ContractAdministration" (OSD Case No. 4210) hs been revieved and the followingcoments apply:

a. The $47 milliou (estimate) was expended on operating. modifying.and developing contract-related segments of 52 automated systems. The,eefforts encompassed eations to consolidate and standardize system vithinComponents. The Military Standard Cootract Administration Procedures(MILSCAP) are intended to provide comn o utcmalted language, procedtresand disciplines for comumnicating require cantract-related data amongthese tystem.

b. A number of NILSCAP features and prerequisite mILSCAP standardiza-tifo actions wero,. ,lemented prior to May 197% (enclosure 1) which haverasulted in si)stbntial benefits in DoD and in ladustry. The May 1973action vas dirc:;ed toward cancelling an effort to achieve simultaneouslmplememtation of remaining ILSCAP features and related internal operat-
ing systems of the Defense Supply Agency (DSA) and the Services. This vaslargely caused by wide differences in the readiness of these systems tolmplement on schedule.

c. Although the attempt at simultaneous implementation vs canceled.almost all of the systems continued to function and are operating today.
Many systems have been consolidated and standardized. In some instarcezthe efficiency of the system vwas reduced (for examile, Army has had togenerate most of its WILSCAP inputs locally). In the case of theHechanization of the Contract Administration Services (MOCAS) System, thePhase II development va dropped, but the hardva:e and uany applicationswere incorporated into the ongoing operating systta. Enclosure 2
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reflects MILSCAP/MOCAS II concepts incorporated prior to cancellation,
and enclosure 3 reflects those concepts incorporated since cancellation.
In those instances where a system was not ioplemented (for example, the
contract-related proce3ses of the Air Force's Advanced Logistics Syste),.
the actions generally resulted from non-NILSCAP related causes.

d. Guidance contained in the Office c! the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Installations & Logistics) memorandu of September 19, 1975,
subject: "MILSCAP lmplementation" (enclosure 4), has been reviewed in
light of the Draft Report and the following coments apply:

(1) The Draft Report cites the failure to assign a project
manager to NOCAS. This system has a full-time project officer, with wide
latitude to sake functional versus systems trade-offs, who is held
responsible for system progress. Hib 'esponsibilities are in accordance
with :urrent DoD policy for manageuent u Automatic Data ProcessIng (ADP)
system. Hovever, as part of an upcoming review of MOCAS proposed
improvements, the role of the project manager will be examined and
changed us necessary.

(2) While the Draft Report endorses MILSCAP objectives and
agrees that the incrementdl approach to implementation is practical, It
also claim that there was a failure to identify and modulairze MILSCAP
requirements or to cond,-e &a cosc-beueio z _=:!ysis of the alternatives
Zor automating NOCAS. Although the September 19, 1975 guidance directed
some sodificatio-;., t;.- revised NILSCAP Kanual will continue to identifv
the procedurai interface requirements. The Manual is organized to ,ermit
Identification of the various NILSCAP procedures as separate modules.
Implementation to date has beea modular. Schedules fo. future imple-
mutation of this are being deielope., and iaplementation will be care-
fully monitored. The guidance ilso directs an analysis of costs and
betefits with all major (NILSCAP) increments and exemptions. Ultimately,
decisione are most influenced by the needs and capcbilities of the users.
Examining the issues in reasonable increments is a reliable method which
allows the employment of HILSCAP to be tailored to these needs and
capabilities. For example, this approach would not deny two or three
Components the use of standard lutomatic payment notices simply bfcause
it is currently impractical for snother Component. Lnder this approach
msa.gement attention would not be confined to MILSCAP. All ADP system
will ,e managed in accordance with existing policy. This includes
requirements ti generate cost-benef.t analyses for significant systems

r. rovements. For example, DSA is currently developing such an analysis
for NOCAS. In addition, a joint study Is conducting a comprehensive
review of -ontract administration ystems. The initial report of this
effort is 4," in June 1976.

(3) Conceptually, the Septrmber 19, 1975 guidance establishes a
framework which provides that, when there is a comon need and capability
to exchange automated data, the dat& exchan8s will be accomplished through
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standard proceduresr vhich have been justified, jointly developed and
centrally maintLaned. Schedules for exteading implementation are required.

These umot be developed vith and monitored by the System Adi nistrator.

This approach permits the use of MILSCAP elements as they are justified
and at the esas tia prevents the proliferation of nonstandard automated

interchange procedures. This approach is based on a clear recognition of

current conditions mod past problem. It is especially intended to avoid

the uistaes associated with silultaneou implementation. Realistically.

the grSet variations t the node and extent of automated processing of

contract-related data require this vnd of flexiblo approach. It offers
better control and more assurence of positive results than the course of

action reco umded by the Draft Report.

a. Since the Draft Report vas iUsued. the following actions have been

initiated:

(1) Operational segentsc of FILSCAP have been reviewed and
isprovement actlons are undervay.

(2) Components are currently revieving requiremente and establish-

inl schedules associated with additional NILSCAP modules identified for
early impleuenation between rtwo or more Coponents. As a followv-aon
&ction. remaining nILSCAP modules vill be reviewed to validate requirements

and establish schedules for initiating implementation.

(3) DSW I* in the process of performing an econosic analysis on

NOCAS lmproveuents. DSA vill be requested to ver.y the capability of the

upgraded system to meet HILSCAF requirements ident1ited as a result of (2)
above. Ft1 ,l approval of the NOCAS im.rovement eforts will be cootingent
upon a docua uted capability of the system to meet validated NILSCAP
requi:e.ents.

This Office appreciates your uppor-t of he NILSCAP objectives and will

keep your Office apprised on tbe results of the above efforts.

Sincerely.

Enclosures J#. 

BENNETT
PripaI Deputy Assistant Secretry of Df~mv

lAostaauesn Vad Loatcs)
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE

FOR ADMINISTERING ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSED IN THIS RE[ORT

Tenure of office
From To

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE:
Dr. Harold Brown Jan. 1977 Present
Donald H. Rumsfeld Nov. 1975 Jan. 1977
James R. Schlesinger July 1973 Nov. 1975
William P. Clements, Jr.

(acting) May 1973 July 1971
Ell.ot L. Richardson Jan. 1973 May 1973
Melvin R. Laird Jan. 1969 Jan. 1973
Clark M. Clifford Mar. 196d Jan. 1969
Robert S. McNaaara Jan. 1961 Feb. 1968

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(INSTALLATIONS & LOGISTICS):
Dale R. Babione (acting) Jan. 1977 Present
Frank A. Shrontz Feb. 1976 Jan, 1977
Dr. John J. Bennett (acting) Apr. 1975 Jan. 1i76
Arthur 1. Mendolia June 1973 Mar. 1475
Barry J. Shillito Feb. 1969 Feb. 1913
Thomas D. Norris Sept. 1967 Feb. 1969
Paul R. Ignatius Dec. 1964 Aug. 1i67
Thomas D. Morris Jan. 1961 D>c. 1964

DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY:
Lt. Gen. Woodward W. Vaughan Dec. 1975 Presen-
Lt. Gen. Wallace H. Robinson,

Jr. Aug. 1971 Dec. 1975
Lt. Gen. Earl C. Hedlund July 1967 July 1971
Adm. Joseph N. Lyle July 1964 July 1967
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